TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem
Unit will not operate
Decreased air flow
LifeLong™ filter appears dirty, even after vacuuming clean
Excessive noise

Solution
• Make sure unit is properly plugged in and outlet is energized.
• Make sure unit turned ON.
• Make sure nothing is blocking air inlet and filtered air outlet.
• Remove all plastic bags from filters.
• Check condition of filters and clean if necessary.
   • This is normal and does not affect performance in any way.
   • Remove plastic bag(s) from filter(s).
   • Make sure parts are firmly positioned in place.

LEARNING MORE ABOUT HOLMES™ PRODUCTS
For a wealth of information about your air purifier and other Holmes® products, visit our website at www.holmesproducts.com.

WARRANTY INFORMATION

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business as Jarden Consumer Solutions (collectively “JCS”) warrants that for a period of two years from the date of purchase, this product will be free from defects in material and workmanship. JCS, at its option, will repair or replace this product or any component of the product found to be defective during the warranty period. Replacement will be made with a new or remanufactured product or component. If the product is no longer available, replacement may be made with a similar product of equal or greater value. This warranty is valid for the original retail purchaser from the date of initial retail purchase and is not transferable.

This warranty does not cover normal wear of parts or damage resulting from any of the following: negligent use or misuse of the product, use on improper voltage or current, use contrary to the operating instructions, disassembly, repair or alteration by anyone other than JCS or an authorized JCS service center. Further, the warranty does not cover: Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes and tornados.

What are the limits on JCS’s liability?

JCS shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages caused by the breach of any express, implied or statutory warranty or condition.

Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty or condition of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in duration to the duration of the above warranty. JCS disclaims all other warranties, conditions or representations, express, implied, statutory or otherwise. JCS shall not be liable for any damages of any kind resulting from the purchase, use or misuse of, or inability to use the product, including incidental, special, consequential or similar damages or loss of profits, or for any breach of contract, fundamental or otherwise, or for any claim brought against purchaser by any other party. Some provinces, states or jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from province to province, state to state or jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

How to Obtain Warranty Service

In the U.S.A.
If you have any question regarding this warranty or would like to obtain warranty service, please call 1-800-546-5637 and a convenient service center address will be provided to you.

In Canada
If you have any question regarding this warranty or would like to obtain warranty service, please call 1-800-546-5637 and a convenient service center address will be provided to you.

In the U.S.A., this warranty is offered by Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business as Jarden Consumer Solutions located in Boca Raton, Florida 33431. In Canada, this warranty is offered by Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited doing business as Jarden Consumer Solutions, located at 208 Hereford Street, Brampton, Ontario L6Y 0M1. If you have any other problems or claims in connection with this product, please write us Consumer Service Department.

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO ANY OF THESE ADDRESSES OR TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE.
**SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS**

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and injury to persons. These precautions include:

1. Read all instructions before using the appliance.
2. To avoid fire or shock hazard, plug appliance directly into a 120V AC, electrical outlet.
3. If the filter is covered by a bag when shipped, remove the plastic bag before use.
4. Keep the cord out of heavy traffic areas. To avoid fire or shock hazard, plug the appliance directly into a 120V AC, electrical outlet.
5. DO NOT alter the plug in any way.
6. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children, or disabled persons.
7. Always unplug the appliance before cleaning or replacing the filters.
8. DO NOT place the appliance or filters in water or other liquids. Do not use near water.
9. DO NOT drop or insert any objects into the air inlet or outlet grills.
10. Use appliance only for intended household use as recommended by the manufacturer. DO NOT use for other than household use.
11. DO NOT use appliance if the power cord or plug is damaged.
12. To avoid fire or shock hazard, plug the appliance directly into a 120V AC, electrical outlet.

**OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Plug into a 120V AC electrical outlet.
2. Select the operating speed of HIGH ( ), MEDIUM ( ) or LOW ( ).
3. If the filter is covered by a bag when shipped, remove the plastic bag before use and place filters into unit.

**FEATURES**

- The length of cord used on this appliance was selected to reduce tripping or entanglement hazards.
- If a longer cord is necessary, an approved extension cord may be used. The electrical rating of the extension cord must not be less than the electrical rating of the appliance power cord (label marked in Amps). See Fig. 3.
- Care must be taken to arrange the extension cord so that it will not be pulled over the countertop or tangled where it can be pulled on by children or accidentally tripped over.

**FILTERS**

- **HEPA-TYPE LifeLong™ Filter**
  - The LifeLong™ filter allows easy maintenance and continuous dust collection. HEPA type (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters are designed to eliminate particles as small as 0.3 microns from the air. This is caused by negative ions exiting the air outlet, evidence of the ionizer's air cleaning effect.

**CLEANING/MAINTENANCE**

- **To operate your air purifier:**
  1. Plug into a 120V AC, electrical outlet.
  2. Select the operating speed of HIGH ( ), MEDIUM ( ) or LOW ( ) by turning the speed control knob to the appropriate setting (see Fig. 2).
  3. To maintain negative ions into the filtered air, turn the Ionizer knob ( ) to OFF and the light will DIM.

- **For optimum airflow, it is recommended to operate the air purifier continuously. Its rugged motor has been designed to give many years of service.**

**CLEANING THE LifeLong™ FILTER**

The LifeLong™ filter is designed to never need replacement. However, we recommend regular cleaning for optimal performance.
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